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Abstract
As more and more forms of AI become prevalent, it
becomes increasingly important to understand how
people develop mental models of these systems. In
this work we study people’s mental models of an AI
agent in a cooperative word guessing game. We run
a study in which people play the game with an AI
agent while “thinking out loud”; through thematic
analysis we identify features of the mental models
developed by participants. In a large-scale study we
have participants play the game with the AI agent
online and use a post-game survey to probe their
mental model. We find that those who win more often have better estimates of the AI agent’s abilities.
We present three components—global knowledge,
local knowledge, and knowledge distribution—for
modeling AI systems and propose that understanding the underlying technology is insufficient for developing appropriate conceptual models—analysis
of behavior is also necessary.

1

Figure 1: A mental model of an AI agent has three components:
behavior at a large scale, the agent’s knowledge of various topics,
and behavior at the scale of an individual output.

Introduction and Related Work

When we sit down to drive a car, or look for a file on our
computer, we use a mental model to make sense of the world
and act on it. Mental models are developed quickly and unconsciously by users. In contrast, conceptual models are developed slowly and purposefully by experts. Discrepancies
between the two can lead to problems, ranging from misunderstanding and confusion to the abandonment of a system.
Through studies of human error and human-machine interaction, Norman [2014] observes that mental models are incomplete, limited, unstable, unscientific, parsimonious, and
lack firm boundaries—they value utility over accuracy. Greca
and Moreira [2000], considering mental models in the context of science education, find that instruction on a conceptual
model does not lead to students’ acquiring perfect copies of it,
and that modification of initial mental models is difficult, suggesting we enrich existing models rather than overhaul them.
∗
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As AI systems appear in high-stakes environments, such
as decisions about who to hire [Dickson and Nusair, 2010]
or diagnosing diseases [Cai et al., 2019], understanding people’s mental models of these systems becomes increasingly
important. Additionally, the label ‘AI system’ may be applied to a variety of technologies, from linear regressionbased predictions to neural network-generated images, complicating our ability to learn about them. While some HCI researchers have looked into how people develop mental models of AI systems [Kulesza et al., 2012; Kulesza et al., 2013;
Bansal et al., 2019], mostly we have seen research into
Explainable AI [Cheng et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019;
Wiegand et al., 2019; Kunkel et al., 2019]. But a rich understanding of the underlying technology does not always lead to
a rich understanding of how a system will behave. For now,
many AI systems remain idiosyncratic in their behavior.
Many important questions remain open. In the context of
a cooperative word guessing game, we pose the following research questions:
1. What should conceptual models of AI systems include?
2. How do users develop mental models of AI systems?
3. What encourages accurate mental models of AI systems?
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Figure 2: Example round of the game Passcode, hints provided by
the AI agent and guesses provided by the participant.

2

System Design

In this work we focus on cooperative word games, which require understanding what your partner is thinking. Studying
mental models in this context has a long history in linguistics
[Wittgenstein, 2009] and more recently has gained popularity
in AI research [Rovatsos et al., 2018; Bard et al., 2019]. In
particular, we use a game called ‘Passcode’. In this game one
player tries to guess a word that the other player is thinking
of; the other player provides one word hints. The game itself
is grounded in trying to understand what the other player is
thinking, making it an excellent test bed for studying mental
models. Figure 2 shows a typical round of gameplay.
We use two reinforcement learning-based AI agents trained
to play Passcode–one to play the giver (who has a target word
and gives hints) and one to play the guesser (who is trying to
guess the target word based on the hints). Each AI agent has a
neural network architecture, is pre-trained with word association data [Nelson et al., 2004], has access to a commonsense
knowledge graph [Speer et al., 2017], and is trained further in
a reinforcement learning framework. As with many AI systems, these AI agents perform quite well at the game, but are
not perfect.
We consider what a conceptual model (i.e. an accurate
mental model) of the AI agent would look like. A precise description of the neural network architecture and training procedure does not always represent a system’s actual behavior,
which may differ from its intended behavior.
For the rest of the paper we will focus only on the AI agent
for the giver, which we call ‘WordBot’. This is an important simplification, as the two AI agents (giver and guesser)
have slightly different actual and intended behaviors, given
the different roles they play. Figure 3 shows a diagram of the
AI agent for the giver.
We take a systematic approach to characterizing the behavior of the agent. For example, we cannot assume that because
WordBot has access to a knowledge base, it effectively uses
all that information to generate meaningful hints. In the commonsense knowledge graph, there is rich information about
Paris—that Paris is the capital of France, that the Eiffel Tower
and the Louvre are located there, that it has cafes and boulevards. Yet the hints that WordBot provides for the target word
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Figure 3: Diagram of the ‘giver’ AI agent, called WordBot. WordBot is a trained neural network, which has encoded information from
the training data. In addition, information from a knowledge base is
used as input along with the game state.

’paris’ are ‘city’, ‘usa’, ‘plant’—WordBot appears to have
very poor knowledge of Paris.
We deduce a conceptual model of WordBot from a combination of understanding its structure and training procedure,
and a series of analyses of actual results from playing with
WordBot. We note that the terminology we use below was
developed iteratively and informed by the results of Study 1.
We present the following conceptual model of WordBot:

2.1

Global Behavior

• WordBot does not remember or adjust its hints based on
past rounds.
• WordBot rarely adjusts its hints based on incorrect
guesses within a single round.
• WordBot has no explicit hint sequencing strategy.

2.2

Knowledge Distribution

• WordBot does not know anything about pop culture (as
this is not in the training data).
• WordBot has limited knowledge about geography/places
(35% of hints are bad).
• WordBot has decent knowledge about food/cooking
(11% of hints are bad).

2.3

Local Behavior

• WordBot gives both synonym (29% of the time) and
antonym (11% of the time) hints.
• WordBot gives one or more hints that are not highly related to the target word in 4% of games.
• WordBot takes into account multiple senses of a word (if
a word has multiple senses).
We note that our use of the term “local behavior” is related
to the team “local explanations” as used in the explainable
AI literature [Mittelstadt et al., 2019]. The “local behavior”
portion of a system model identifies how individual decisions
or actions made by a system; “local explanations” seek to
explain these individual decisions or actions.
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3
3.1

4

Study 1: Small-Scale, Think-Aloud Study

4.1

Methodology

In this study, we brought 11 participants (recruited from
IBM) into the lab either as individuals or as teams of two
to play Passcode with WordBot while thinking out loud about
their strategy and the strategy of WordBot. Not all participants worked on technology development (for example some
worked in operations). The average age was 22.4 (± 2.8)
years, and 64% of participants had some exposure to coding.
All participants had read about ‘artificial intelligence’ in the
news. All participants, either as an individual or on a team,
played 5 games as the giver and 5 games as the guesser, the
order counter-balanced. The AI agent, WordBot, assumed the
other role and participants interacted with WordBot through a
simple command-line version of the game. Participants were
given a maximum of 10 guesses per game; if they had not
won the game within 10 guesses, they moved on to the next
round. All participants played the game using the same target words in the same order. These words were randomly
selected from the vocabulary of the AI agent and had a range
of difficulties. We conducted a thematic analysis [Braun and
Clarke, 2012] on the resulting transcripts of what the participants said while playing as well as their responses to a postplay semi-structured interview. This study gave us insight
into what were the important aspects of a conceptual model,
the kinds of mental models players develop, and how players
come to their beliefs about the system.

3.2

Study 2: Large-Scale, Online Gameplay

Results

Table 1 describes the 10 codes developed through the thematic analysis, ordered by their prevalence in the transcripts.
All utterances related to the research questions were marked
with a code. Not all codes correspond to expressions of a
participant’s mental model; instead, many correspond to moments when a participant’s mental model is used or challenged. Broadly, participants remarked upon what the AI
agent knows and how the AI agent plays the game. They
either said statements about these things, or gave questions or
expressions of uncertainty about these things. These results
guided our development of a ‘mental model’ survey, used in
Study 2 to probe participants’ mental models of WordBot.
The most prevalent code (18% of all utterances) was
anomalies/distress/trust. These responses included simple
acknowledgement of an unexpected move, distress in which
the participant believed they were stupid for not understanding the unexpected move, and concerns about not trusting that
the AI agent was making good or meaningful moves. There
were several understandably confusing moves from the AI
agent, as well as moves that in retrospect made sense (e.g.
antonym hints). Some participants were slow to fault the AI
agent even when reviewing a game in which some hints were
clearly not helpful; instead they would interpret and justify
strange moves. Others immediately blamed the AI agent, and
were slow to acknowledge that they may have misunderstood
how the AI agent was relating words. These moments of confusion forced participants to judge the AI agent in order to
progress, and often resulted in a participant changing their
mental model when the target word was revealed.
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Methodology

To better understand what impacts people’s mental models,
we ran a large-scale, online study using Amazon Mechanical Turk. For this study we had participants only play as the
guesser (the AI agent played as the giver). Participants were
allowed a maximum of 5 guesses. We looked at three factors
which could influence people’s mental models:
• The number of game rounds played
• The target words played (i.e. difficulty, theme, etc.)
• The win rate of the player
Participants played either 5 or 10 game rounds, where each
round consisted of trying to guess a single target word, and
played one of two wordlists (i.e. the target words to guess).
Participants playing only 5 game rounds played on the first
five words in the list. The two wordlists were balanced for difficulty, as well as topic—for instance, each word list had the
same number of food-related words. Participants saw their
words in a random order.
We could not control for how often a participant won or
lost, but in analysis split participants up into the top 50% of
players (‘winners’ – those who won the same or more than
the median amount) and the bottom 50% (‘losers’ – those
who less than the median amount). The game was developed
into an online web application using Flask (a lightweight
Python framework for web apps) and React (a Javascript library for building front-end interfaces).1 Participants first
took a short demographic survey, then played 5 or 10 game
rounds, and then took a survey that asked questions about how
they thought the AI agent worked.2

4.2

Results

The study resulted in 89 Amazon Mechanical Turk workers
participating in the study in ‘good faith’.3 Despite a significant portion of non-native English speakers (17%), we saw
no difference in win rate between native English speakers and
not. Similarly we saw no difference in win rate for age or education level. We had three questions that asked about participants’ familiarity with word games, machine learning, and
coding. These were not predictors of win rate. Additionally,
there were no significant differences between any survey answers for the number of games played.
We did see significant differences between the ‘winners’
and ‘losers’. Table 2 shows mean survey responses and significance levels. Let’s consider the two global behavior questions. Losers tend to believe (more than winners) that WordBot takes into consideration your past incorrect guesses, as
well as previous game plays. Both of these are untrue. Winners tend to be unsure, or suspect WordBot does not take into
consideration these things. Here it is clear that winners have a
better understanding of the global behavior of WordBot than
losers; losers tend to overestimate WordBot’s abilities.
1

A demo can be found at ibm.biz/wordbot.
Development of the survey was based on Study 1.
3
All guesses were inspected manually, and any participant who
clearly had not put in a good faith effort, for instance always guessing the word ‘word’ regardless of the hints, were removed.
2
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Code

Prev

Description and Example Quote

anomalies/distress/trust

18%

Noting unexpected behavior from the AI agent, or expressing distress or mistrust in response to unexpected behavior.
P6: Wait so we have ‘chill’ and ‘hectic’. I’m confused.

pattern seeking

16%

Discussing or questioning specific patterns (within a single game) the AI agent uses to
give hints/guesses.
P9: It would make me feel bad if there was a pattern that we were totally missing.

synonyms/antonyms

15%

Any discussion of synonyms or antonyms as it related to the type or efficacy of hints.
P2: ...the fact that it could give antonyms because I thought it would only do synonyms.

AI knowledge

14%

Discussion of what the AI agent does or does not know, or questioning the same.
P2: I mean it smells but I don’t think the AI would know that nail polish smells.

memory/weighting

12%

Discussion of how much the AI agent remembers, or how much ‘weight’ is given to
subsequent hints/guesses.
P4: I guess I need to look at all four of these equally.

steering

10%

Noting the need to “steer” the AI agent (or be steered by the AI agent) toward the target
word, or questioning how to best get the AI agent “back on track”.
P10: How to get them back on track when they start going off...

need for explanation

7%

Expression of desire for explanation for a single hint/guess or generally for how the AI
agent made decisions.
P7: Can I know what the AI is? That would be very useful for me.

reflection

5%

Explicit reflection on past game plays to inform the next move.
P9: Uhhh I feel like this is another ‘minute’ situation. This feels familiar.

personification

3%

Questioning or hesitation about how to describe the AI agent, or explicit discussion of the
AI agent as one would a human.
P8: Maybe a different unit of time would lead them – it – down a better path.

perspective taking

2%

Explicit discussion of the perspective of the AI agent.
P8: ...no one would say ‘give’ to help us guess ‘marriage’. P9: Maybe a bot would.

Table 1: Name, prevalence, description, and example quote of the ten codes found through the thematic analysis of the think-aloud transcripts.
Prevalence is calculated as the number of utterances marked with a particular code divided by the total number of utterances marked with a
code; there were exactly 100 utterances so it also represents the utterance counts.

5
Question (shortened)

Mean
winner loser

p-value

G LOBAL B EHAVIOR
adjusts hints based on guesses
remembers past gameplays

3.9
3.6

4.6
4.4

.02
.01

K NOWLEDGE D ISTRIBUTION
knows about pop culture
knows about geography/places
knows about food/cooking

3.7
4.2
4.4

4.3
4.8
4.8

.16
.09
.26

L OCAL B EHAVIOR
many synonym hints
many antonym hints

5.0
3.5

5.1
4.6

.62
.01

Table 2: Results from post-gameplay survey, split by winner/loser.
Significant differences bolded. We see that losers over estimate
global behavior, and some local behavior. We don’t see any differences in knowledge distribution, perhaps because there was not
enough exposure to the system.
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Conclusion

We studied conceptual and mental models of AI systems in
the context of a word guessing game, Passcode. We developed a conceptual model of an AI agent that plays Passcode,
finding three key components of conceptual models for AI
systems more generally: global behavior, knowledge distribution, and local behavior. We probed user mental models
in two studies. The first was an analysis of a think-aloud
study (n=11) in which participants played Passcode with an
AI agent, illustrating the themes that arise when trying to
understand an AI technology. The second was an online
study (n=89) in which participants played Passcode with an
AI agent and filled out a survey about their mental model,
showing that playing more games did not increase the accuracy of a mental model, but that participants who won more
often did have more accurate models. Overall we found that
people have existing intuitions about how AI systems work
which can upset their understanding of a specific AI agent,
and that people tend to revise their mental model in the face
of anomalies.
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